
CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING

MASCHIO DEI CAVALIERI PROSECCO FRIZZANTE, SNIPES  
Treviso, Italy

This delicious light sparkling wine comes from northeast Italy. This is fruity with flavours 
of ripe pear, apple and peach and blossom. 

11.00

BOTTEGA POETI PROSECCO SPUMANTE DOC
Veneto, Italy

A full sparkling prosecco from the Veneto region of northeast Italy, this is a light fresh 
wine with flavours of ripe pear, apple and peach with delicate floral notes.

50.00

BOTTEGA PROSECCO SPUMANTE GOLD, DOC
Veneto, Italy

From the centre of where Prosecco originates in the Valdobbiadene hills, this Prosecco 
shows characteristic of fruity flavours of golden apple, Williams pear, acacia flowers 

and lily of the valley.

75.00

BOTTEGA SPUMANTE ROSE GOLD, DOC
Veneto, Italy

Bottega Rose Gold is a Brut rosé sparkling wine with Pinot Nero grapes. Intense, 
elegant, complex, characterized by floral and fruity notes, mainly mixed berries, 

currants and wild strawberries.Fresh, delicate, soft, structured, with balanced acidity 
and a pleasant and persistent aftertaste.

75.00

LAURENT-PERRIER LA CUVEE CHAMPAGNE
Epernay, France

The Champagne house of Laurent Perrier is one of the top names in the Champagne 
region. This is their Cuvee non-vintage wine and it is lovely and refreshing with fruity 

flavours citrus, soft bready notes and lots of fine, delicate bubbles.

130.00

Organic Vegan



WHITE WINE

LA SERRE SAUVIGNON BLANC
Languedoc, France

This Sauvignon Blanc has the usual mouth-watering, refreshing citrus fruit, melon and 
pear aromas with a hint of fresh grassiness. It is a very fruity and fresh wine.

8.00  |  30.00

FALSE BAY CHARDONNAY  
Stellenbosch, South Africa

Classy Chardonnay with flinty minerality and great purity and restraint. A citrus 
core with ripe apple, pear and delicate tropical notes, produces a wine with great 

poise. Extended time on the lees adds nutty and toasty notes. Intense yet delicate right 
through to the finish. 

9.00  |  34.00

LA MAGLIA ROSA PINOT GRIGIO, DOC
Veneto, Italy

A well-rounded wine with flavours of white fruits and delicate floral notes. Dry and crisp 
with an elegant, light body.

9.00  |  34.00

CAP CETTE PICPOUL DE PINET
Languedoc, France

The Cap Cette Picpoul de Pinet is crafted in the heart of the Languedoc region, by 
leading viticulturalists in the Beauvignac Family.Softness and delicate aromas of citrus 

fruits, predominantly grapefruit with mouthwatering freshness. A perfect aperetif.

10.00  |  38.00

OLD COACH ROAD SAUVIGNON BLANC
Nelson, New Zealand

The Old Coach Road Sauvignon Blanc is punchy and flavoursome. The nose is packed 
with tropical notes and grapefruit. The palate entry is clean and crisp with layers of fruit 
and well-balanced freshness from the natural acidity. A long generous finish lingers on.

42.00

Vegan



RED WINE

LA SERRE MERLOT  
Languedoc,  France

From south of France, this Merlot is young, juicy and full of soft easy-going plum and 
blackberry fruit. 

8.00  |  30.00 

TOLTEN CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Central Valley, Chile

Bright ruby colour with an intense aroma of juicy red and lack fruits. Delicious ripe cherries, 
juicy blackberries and plum jam flavours on taste with an attractive hint of spice.

8.00  |  30.00

THE PADDOCKS SHIRAZ
South Australia

The Paddock wines are named after the paddock fences which are a regular feature dotted 
across the rolling landscape of southern Australia. This wine has lots of rich plummy and 
red berry aromas and flavours, along with a bit of spice and pepper. Itis medium bodied 

and richly flavoured.

9.00  |  34.00

VILLA DEI FIORI MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO
Abruzzo, Italy

Ripe, round and pleasingly rustic. Combining spicy black olives with morello cherry notes 
and a refreshing acidity. A bold red wine, bursting with red berry flavours.

9.00  |  34.00 

SÉPTIMA MALBEC, BODEGAS SÉPTIMA
Mendoza, Argentina

Séptima Malbec is an Argentine wine made in Bodegas Séptima. Wine made 100% with 
the Malbec variety is a soft, warm and balanced wine. Notes of plums and figs combine 

with the vanilla notes from oak ageing, making the wine pleasant and subtle.

10.50  |  42.00

RAMON BILBAO RESERVA
 Rioja, Spain

Ripe fruit mingling with tertiary aromas produced during the long ageing period. Good 
wood leaves its mark. Sweet pastry shop aromas, nutmeg, cinnamon sticks and dried 

leaves. Elegant mouth-feel, long finish. Good acidity, promising a long future. 

55.00



ROSE WINE

Non-Alcohol WINE

PETIT PAPILLON GRENACHE ROSE
Languedoc, France

A fresh and aromatic nose of raspberries and spices, this wine is lively
and fresh on the palate.

8.50  |  34.00

BOTTEGA 0% PROSECCO
Veneto, Italy

Bottega 0% is a non-alcoholic alternative for those who do not want to consume 
alcohol but still want to toast to happy moments without sacrificing flavour. 

Characterized by an intense must aroma that is accompanied by fresh, fruity, and floral 
hints. The palate is sweet, delicate and balanced, with a harmony of freshness and 

sugars that makes it pleasant to sip.

28.00


